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offers a comprehensive and trustworthy solution to anybody wishing to sit pass and
excel at the membership of the royal college of physicians part 1 examination
presented as a unique three volume set each volume features 375 high quality practice
questions on each of the medical systems and specialties in alphabetical order this
indispensible guidebook leads war buffs and casual travelers alike to the 25 best
battle sites memorials plane wrecks and relics of world war ii with a foreword by
andrew zimmern what zoë and jeff have done with the artisan bread in five minutes
series is prove that the world s easiest yeasted loaf the most versatile bread dough
recipe even pizza can be taken in so many directions and have so many applications
that it has created a series of hits from the foreword by andrew zimmern from jeff
hertzberg m d and magnolia network s zoë françois the authors of the artisan bread in
five minutes a day series comes a collection of all time favorite recipes and
techniques with nearly one million copies of their books in print jeff hertzberg and
zoë françois have proven that people want to bake their own bread so long as they can
do it easily and quickly but with five very different bread in five books to choose
from bakers have been asking which one should i get if i want a little of everything
the best of european and american classics whole grain recipes pizza and flatbread
gluten free sourdough and loaves enriched with eggs and butter with the best of
artisan bread in five minutes a day jeff and zoë have chosen their absolute favorite
80 recipes from all five of their books bringing them together into a single volume
that is the only bread book a baker needs in addition to old favorites the book pulls
in a few new tricks tips and techniques that jeff and zoë have learned along the way
with this revolutionary stored dough technique along with color and instructional
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black and white photographs readers can have stunning delicious bread on day one the
best of artisan bread in five minutes a day will make everyone a baker with only five
minutes a day of active preparation time revised edition of the best selling memoir
that has been read by over a million people worldwide with translations in 29
languages after too many years of unfulfilling work bronnie ware began searching for
a job with heart despite having no formal qualifications or previous experience in
the field she found herself working in palliative care during the time she spent
tending to those who were dying bronnie s life was transformed later she wrote an
internet blog post outlining the most common regrets that the people she had cared
for had expressed the post gained so much momentum that it was viewed by more than
three million readers worldwide in its first year at the request of many bronnie
subsequently wrote a book the top five regrets of the dying to share her story
bronnie has had a colourful and diverse life by applying the lessons of those nearing
their death to her own life she developed an understanding that it is possible for
everyone if we make the right choices to die with peace of mind in this revised
edition of the best selling memoir that has been read by over a million people
worldwide with translations in 29 languages bronnie expresses how significant these
regrets are and how we can positively address these issues while we still have the
time the top five regrets of the dying gives hope for a better world it is a
courageous life changing book that will leave you feeling more compassionate and
inspired to live the life you are truly here to live vol 22 26 contents include
annual report of the agricultural experiment station of the university of wisconsin
no 1 5 the best short fiction published by singaporean writers in 2017 and 2018 the
epigram books collection of best new singaporean short stories volume four gathers
the finest singaporean stories published in 2017 and 2018 selected by guest editor
pooja nansi from hundreds published in journals magazines anthologies and single
author collections accompanying the stories are the editor s preface and an extensive
list of honourable mentions for further reading reader reviews the stories range from
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intimate family portraits to speculative science fiction but every piece speaks to
universal experiences of love loss desire and disappointment if you ve either never
read singaporean literature this would be a good place to start if crazy rich asians
was the last thing you read by a local author even better wonderwall sg this book
explores four real world topics through the lens of probability theory it can be used
to supplement a standard text in probability or statistics most elementary textbooks
present the basic theory and then illustrate the ideas with some neatly packaged
examples here the authors assume that the reader has seen or is learning the basic
theory from another book and concentrate in some depth on the following topics
streaks the stock market lotteries and fingerprints this extended format allows the
authors to present multiple approaches to problems and to pursue promising side
discussions in ways that would not be possible in a book constrained to cover a fixed
set of topics to keep the main narrative accessible the authors have placed the more
technical mathematical details in appendices the appendices can be understood by
someone who has taken one or two semesters of calculus digicat publishing presents to
you this special edition of five on a treasure island by enid blyton digicat
publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat
book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books
are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with
the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature this book
contain more than 400 single best answers in internal medicine best of five format
based on informations taken from different books including davidson s principle and
practice of medicine harrison s principle of internal medicine cecil review of
general internal medicine mksap it is very helpful for your final board exam in
internal medicine careful reading is required before your answer reports for 1862 66
include reports of the ohio pomological society following hot on the heels of the
launch of the new syllabus and new mrcpsych exam in spring 2008 by the royal college
of psychiatrists this book contains 450 multiple choice questions to help psychiatry
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trainees to prepare for paper 1 of the exam supporting these mcqs are detailed
explanatory answers and revision notes referenced to the key textbooks used by
trainees the book s content is closely matched to the mrcpsych syllabus and includes
practice papers for true exam preparation compact and convenient the broadview pocket
guide to citation and documentation includes information on mla apa chicago and cse
styles of citation and documentation based on the documentation chapter in the
acclaimed broadview guide to writing this volume has been expanded with additional
examples and has been fully updated to cover recent changes such as the new mla
guidelines for citing tweets there is also expanded coverage of plagiarism and how to
avoid it the new edition of the best of five mcqs for the european specialty
examination in gastroenterology and hepatology is a question book designed to assist
in preparations for the esegh the book has been fully updated to reflect the
structure and content of the new examination introduced in 2018 and the most recent
guidelines legendary leadership and elite performance expert robin sharma introduced
the 5am club concept over twenty years ago based on a revolutionary morning routine
that has helped his clients maximize their productivity activate their best health
and bulletproof their serenity in this age of overwhelming complexity now in this
life changing book handcrafted by the author over a rigorous four year period you
will discover the early rising habit that has helped so many accomplish epic results
while upgrading their happiness helpfulness and feelings of aliveness through an
enchanting and often amusing story about two struggling strangers who meet an
eccentric tycoon who becomes their secret mentor the 5am club will walk you through
how great geniuses business titans and the world s wisest people start their mornings
to produce astonishing achievements a little known formula you can use instantly to
wake up early feeling inspired focused and flooded with a fiery drive to get the most
out of each day a step by step method to protect the quietest hours of daybreak so
you have time for exercise self renewal and personal growth a neuroscience based
practice proven to help make it easy to rise while most people are sleeping giving
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you precious time for yourself to think express your creativity and begin the day
peacefully instead of being rushed insider only tactics to defend your gifts talents
and dreams against digital distraction and trivial diversions so you enjoy fortune
influence and a magnificent impact on the world part manifesto for mastery part
playbook for genius grade productivity and part companion for a life lived
beautifully the 5am club is a work that will transform your life forever rooted in
the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing the weekly
world news has been the world s only reliable news source since 1979 the online hub
weeklyworldnews com is a leading entertainment news site part of the mrcp 1 pocket
book series this title features questions and answers providing essential practice
for the mrcp part 1 exam best of five mcqs for the rheumatology sce is the first
revision guide created for specialist trainees in higher medical training taking the
specialty certificate examination for rheumatology as well as three practice papers
with 100 best of five questions each the book includes thorough and detailed answer
feedback to discover and improve weaknesses all questions are written and reviewed by
experts in the field of rheumatology to ensure the greatest aid in the main areas
covered by the examination for optimal revision and practice of exam scenario the
guide is based on the rheumatology higher medical training curriculum from the royal
college of physicians babe ruth joe dimaggio jackie robinson roberto clemente and
hank aaron five amazing baseball legends from the first black man to play major
league ball to the longest hitting streak ever these are some of the game s most
inspiring stories find out what unforgettable feats won each player a place in the
baseball hall of fame stroll back in time for a lighthearted view of advertising at
its best and worst from 1890 to 1910 this historical scrapbook showcases more than
600 advertisements by well known companies such as cadillac pillsbury and remington
it also includes ads for now defunct products the talk o phone velvet grip garters
and other curiosities in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly
music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing
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platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting
about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and
trends fairy tales the best five this enchanting book is a collection of timeless and
beloved fairy tales perfect for children aged 4 6 years old step into a world of
magic and wonder as you join snow white cinderella belle rapunzel and aurora on their
unforgettable journeys each story is beautifully retold capturing the essence of
these classic tales while keeping them accessible and engaging for young readers in
fairy tales the best five children will be captivated by the adventures and triumphs
of these iconic princesses they will discover the power of kindness bravery and true
love through snow white s encounter with the seven dwarfs cinderella s magical
transformation belle s love for a beast rapunzel s escape from her tower and aurora s
awakening by true love s kiss the book features delightful illustrations that bring
the stories to life sparking children s imagination and immersing them in these
enchanting worlds the easy to read text and rhyming sentences make it an ideal choice
for young readers allowing them to develop their reading skills while enjoying these
beloved tales fairy tales the best five is a must have addition to any child s
bookshelf it will transport young readers to a realm of fairy godmothers magical
creatures and happily ever after so join us on this magical journey where dreams come
true and imagination knows no bounds jonathan boston and simon chapple have written
the definitive book on child poverty in new zealand dr russell wills children s
commissioner between 130 000 and 285 000 new zealand children live in poverty
depending on the measure used these disturbing figures are widely discussed yet often
poorly understood if new zealand does not have third world poverty what are these
children actually experiencing is the real problem not poverty but simply poor
parenting how does new zealand compare globally and what measures of poverty and
hardship are most relevant here what are the consequences of this poverty for
children their families and society can we afford to reduce child poverty and if we
can how jonathan boston and simon chapple look hard at these questions drawing on
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available national and international evidence and speaking to an audience across the
political spectrum their analysis highlights the strong and urgent case for
addressing child poverty in new zealand crucially the book goes beyond illustrating
the scale of this challenge and why it must be addressed to identifying real options
for reducing child poverty a range of practical and achievable policies is presented
alongside candid discussion of their strengths and limitations these proposals for
improving the lives of disadvantaged children deserve wide public debate and make
this a vitally important book for all new zealanders a comprehensive guide to access
2007 helps users become comfortable with the new user interface and tabbed toolbar as
well as learn how to design complete databases maintain them write queries search for
data and build attractive forms for quick and new york magazine was born in 1968
after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly made a place for
itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country with award winning
writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and
fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience
the energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a
place and an idea the most trustworthy source of information available today on
savings and investments taxes money management home ownership and many other personal
finance topics in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform
billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
american motorcyclist magazine the official journal of the american motorcyclist
associaton tells the stories of the people who make motorcycling the sport that it is
it s available monthly to ama members become a part of the largest most diverse and
most enthusiastic group of riders in the country by visiting our website or calling
800 ama join do catchers learn to handle pitchers better as they get older do some
batters have a greater ability than others in the clutch does good hitting beat good
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pitching these and many other questions that fans ask are answered in this collection
of more than two dozen analytical research studies from the society for american
baseball research sabr the provocative conclusions based as much as possible on
objective data and statistics often fly in the face of conventional baseball wisdom
these articles are the best published over the past decade in by the numbers the
newsletter of sabr s respected statistical committee
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Best of Five MCQs for the MRCP Part 1 Volume 3
2017-01-26

offers a comprehensive and trustworthy solution to anybody wishing to sit pass and
excel at the membership of the royal college of physicians part 1 examination
presented as a unique three volume set each volume features 375 high quality practice
questions on each of the medical systems and specialties in alphabetical order

Twenty-five Best World War Two Sites 2002

this indispensible guidebook leads war buffs and casual travelers alike to the 25
best battle sites memorials plane wrecks and relics of world war ii

The Best of Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day
2021-10-12

with a foreword by andrew zimmern what zoë and jeff have done with the artisan bread
in five minutes series is prove that the world s easiest yeasted loaf the most
versatile bread dough recipe even pizza can be taken in so many directions and have
so many applications that it has created a series of hits from the foreword by andrew
zimmern from jeff hertzberg m d and magnolia network s zoë françois the authors of
the artisan bread in five minutes a day series comes a collection of all time
favorite recipes and techniques with nearly one million copies of their books in
print jeff hertzberg and zoë françois have proven that people want to bake their own
bread so long as they can do it easily and quickly but with five very different bread
in five books to choose from bakers have been asking which one should i get if i want
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a little of everything the best of european and american classics whole grain recipes
pizza and flatbread gluten free sourdough and loaves enriched with eggs and butter
with the best of artisan bread in five minutes a day jeff and zoë have chosen their
absolute favorite 80 recipes from all five of their books bringing them together into
a single volume that is the only bread book a baker needs in addition to old
favorites the book pulls in a few new tricks tips and techniques that jeff and zoë
have learned along the way with this revolutionary stored dough technique along with
color and instructional black and white photographs readers can have stunning
delicious bread on day one the best of artisan bread in five minutes a day will make
everyone a baker with only five minutes a day of active preparation time

Top Five Regrets of the Dying 2019-08-13

revised edition of the best selling memoir that has been read by over a million
people worldwide with translations in 29 languages after too many years of
unfulfilling work bronnie ware began searching for a job with heart despite having no
formal qualifications or previous experience in the field she found herself working
in palliative care during the time she spent tending to those who were dying bronnie
s life was transformed later she wrote an internet blog post outlining the most
common regrets that the people she had cared for had expressed the post gained so
much momentum that it was viewed by more than three million readers worldwide in its
first year at the request of many bronnie subsequently wrote a book the top five
regrets of the dying to share her story bronnie has had a colourful and diverse life
by applying the lessons of those nearing their death to her own life she developed an
understanding that it is possible for everyone if we make the right choices to die
with peace of mind in this revised edition of the best selling memoir that has been
read by over a million people worldwide with translations in 29 languages bronnie
expresses how significant these regrets are and how we can positively address these
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issues while we still have the time the top five regrets of the dying gives hope for
a better world it is a courageous life changing book that will leave you feeling more
compassionate and inspired to live the life you are truly here to live

Transactions of the California State Agricultural
Society 1874

vol 22 26 contents include annual report of the agricultural experiment station of
the university of wisconsin no 1 5

Transactions of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society
1881

the best short fiction published by singaporean writers in 2017 and 2018 the epigram
books collection of best new singaporean short stories volume four gathers the finest
singaporean stories published in 2017 and 2018 selected by guest editor pooja nansi
from hundreds published in journals magazines anthologies and single author
collections accompanying the stories are the editor s preface and an extensive list
of honourable mentions for further reading reader reviews the stories range from
intimate family portraits to speculative science fiction but every piece speaks to
universal experiences of love loss desire and disappointment if you ve either never
read singaporean literature this would be a good place to start if crazy rich asians
was the last thing you read by a local author even better wonderwall sg
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Southern California Horticulturist 1877

this book explores four real world topics through the lens of probability theory it
can be used to supplement a standard text in probability or statistics most
elementary textbooks present the basic theory and then illustrate the ideas with some
neatly packaged examples here the authors assume that the reader has seen or is
learning the basic theory from another book and concentrate in some depth on the
following topics streaks the stock market lotteries and fingerprints this extended
format allows the authors to present multiple approaches to problems and to pursue
promising side discussions in ways that would not be possible in a book constrained
to cover a fixed set of topics to keep the main narrative accessible the authors have
placed the more technical mathematical details in appendices the appendices can be
understood by someone who has taken one or two semesters of calculus

The Epigram Books Collection of Best New Singaporean
Short Stories 2019

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of five on a treasure island
by enid blyton digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of
humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new
modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you
will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of
world literature
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Annual Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture and
Arts for the Province of Ontario, for the Year 1877

this book contain more than 400 single best answers in internal medicine best of five
format based on informations taken from different books including davidson s
principle and practice of medicine harrison s principle of internal medicine cecil
review of general internal medicine mksap it is very helpful for your final board
exam in internal medicine careful reading is required before your answer

Probability Tales 2011

reports for 1862 66 include reports of the ohio pomological society

Report 1874

following hot on the heels of the launch of the new syllabus and new mrcpsych exam in
spring 2008 by the royal college of psychiatrists this book contains 450 multiple
choice questions to help psychiatry trainees to prepare for paper 1 of the exam
supporting these mcqs are detailed explanatory answers and revision notes referenced
to the key textbooks used by trainees the book s content is closely matched to the
mrcpsych syllabus and includes practice papers for true exam preparation

Gardener's Monthly and Horticultural Advertiser 1873

compact and convenient the broadview pocket guide to citation and documentation
includes information on mla apa chicago and cse styles of citation and documentation
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based on the documentation chapter in the acclaimed broadview guide to writing this
volume has been expanded with additional examples and has been fully updated to cover
recent changes such as the new mla guidelines for citing tweets there is also
expanded coverage of plagiarism and how to avoid it

Annual Report of the Iowa State Horticultural Society
for the Year ... 1874

the new edition of the best of five mcqs for the european specialty examination in
gastroenterology and hepatology is a question book designed to assist in preparations
for the esegh the book has been fully updated to reflect the structure and content of
the new examination introduced in 2018 and the most recent guidelines

Report of the Secretary of the Iowa State Agricultural
Society, for the Year ... 1873

legendary leadership and elite performance expert robin sharma introduced the 5am
club concept over twenty years ago based on a revolutionary morning routine that has
helped his clients maximize their productivity activate their best health and
bulletproof their serenity in this age of overwhelming complexity now in this life
changing book handcrafted by the author over a rigorous four year period you will
discover the early rising habit that has helped so many accomplish epic results while
upgrading their happiness helpfulness and feelings of aliveness through an enchanting
and often amusing story about two struggling strangers who meet an eccentric tycoon
who becomes their secret mentor the 5am club will walk you through how great geniuses
business titans and the world s wisest people start their mornings to produce
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astonishing achievements a little known formula you can use instantly to wake up
early feeling inspired focused and flooded with a fiery drive to get the most out of
each day a step by step method to protect the quietest hours of daybreak so you have
time for exercise self renewal and personal growth a neuroscience based practice
proven to help make it easy to rise while most people are sleeping giving you
precious time for yourself to think express your creativity and begin the day
peacefully instead of being rushed insider only tactics to defend your gifts talents
and dreams against digital distraction and trivial diversions so you enjoy fortune
influence and a magnificent impact on the world part manifesto for mastery part
playbook for genius grade productivity and part companion for a life lived
beautifully the 5am club is a work that will transform your life forever

Five on a Treasure Island 2022-08-01

rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing the
weekly world news has been the world s only reliable news source since 1979 the
online hub weeklyworldnews com is a leading entertainment news site

Transactions of the Indiana Horticultural Society for
the Year ... 1890

part of the mrcp 1 pocket book series this title features questions and answers
providing essential practice for the mrcp part 1 exam
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Self Assessment for Board 2021-09-18

best of five mcqs for the rheumatology sce is the first revision guide created for
specialist trainees in higher medical training taking the specialty certificate
examination for rheumatology as well as three practice papers with 100 best of five
questions each the book includes thorough and detailed answer feedback to discover
and improve weaknesses all questions are written and reviewed by experts in the field
of rheumatology to ensure the greatest aid in the main areas covered by the
examination for optimal revision and practice of exam scenario the guide is based on
the rheumatology higher medical training curriculum from the royal college of
physicians

Annual Report of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture
1897

babe ruth joe dimaggio jackie robinson roberto clemente and hank aaron five amazing
baseball legends from the first black man to play major league ball to the longest
hitting streak ever these are some of the game s most inspiring stories find out what
unforgettable feats won each player a place in the baseball hall of fame

Best of Five MCQs for MRCPsych Paper 1 2008-11-27

stroll back in time for a lighthearted view of advertising at its best and worst from
1890 to 1910 this historical scrapbook showcases more than 600 advertisements by well
known companies such as cadillac pillsbury and remington it also includes ads for now
defunct products the talk o phone velvet grip garters and other curiosities
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The Broadview Pocket Guide to Citation and Documentation
2013-08-23

in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and
a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

The Illustrated American 1895

fairy tales the best five this enchanting book is a collection of timeless and
beloved fairy tales perfect for children aged 4 6 years old step into a world of
magic and wonder as you join snow white cinderella belle rapunzel and aurora on their
unforgettable journeys each story is beautifully retold capturing the essence of
these classic tales while keeping them accessible and engaging for young readers in
fairy tales the best five children will be captivated by the adventures and triumphs
of these iconic princesses they will discover the power of kindness bravery and true
love through snow white s encounter with the seven dwarfs cinderella s magical
transformation belle s love for a beast rapunzel s escape from her tower and aurora s
awakening by true love s kiss the book features delightful illustrations that bring
the stories to life sparking children s imagination and immersing them in these
enchanting worlds the easy to read text and rhyming sentences make it an ideal choice
for young readers allowing them to develop their reading skills while enjoying these
beloved tales fairy tales the best five is a must have addition to any child s
bookshelf it will transport young readers to a realm of fairy godmothers magical
creatures and happily ever after so join us on this magical journey where dreams come
true and imagination knows no bounds
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Brooklyn Chess Chronicle 1883

jonathan boston and simon chapple have written the definitive book on child poverty
in new zealand dr russell wills children s commissioner between 130 000 and 285 000
new zealand children live in poverty depending on the measure used these disturbing
figures are widely discussed yet often poorly understood if new zealand does not have
third world poverty what are these children actually experiencing is the real problem
not poverty but simply poor parenting how does new zealand compare globally and what
measures of poverty and hardship are most relevant here what are the consequences of
this poverty for children their families and society can we afford to reduce child
poverty and if we can how jonathan boston and simon chapple look hard at these
questions drawing on available national and international evidence and speaking to an
audience across the political spectrum their analysis highlights the strong and
urgent case for addressing child poverty in new zealand crucially the book goes
beyond illustrating the scale of this challenge and why it must be addressed to
identifying real options for reducing child poverty a range of practical and
achievable policies is presented alongside candid discussion of their strengths and
limitations these proposals for improving the lives of disadvantaged children deserve
wide public debate and make this a vitally important book for all new zealanders

Best of Five MCQS for the European Specialty Examination
in Gastroenterology and Hepatology 2021-02-05

a comprehensive guide to access 2007 helps users become comfortable with the new user
interface and tabbed toolbar as well as learn how to design complete databases
maintain them write queries search for data and build attractive forms for quick and
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The 5AM Club 2018-12-04

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald
tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers
across the country with award winning writing and photography covering everything
from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has
been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself
while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

Weekly World News 1995-08-22

the most trustworthy source of information available today on savings and investments
taxes money management home ownership and many other personal finance topics

MRCP1 Pocket Book 2008

in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and
a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Best of Five MCQs for the Rheumatology SCE 2020-10-29

american motorcyclist magazine the official journal of the american motorcyclist
associaton tells the stories of the people who make motorcycling the sport that it is
it s available monthly to ama members become a part of the largest most diverse and
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most enthusiastic group of riders in the country by visiting our website or calling
800 ama join

Baseball's Best: Five True Stories 1990-03-24

do catchers learn to handle pitchers better as they get older do some batters have a
greater ability than others in the clutch does good hitting beat good pitching these
and many other questions that fans ask are answered in this collection of more than
two dozen analytical research studies from the society for american baseball research
sabr the provocative conclusions based as much as possible on objective data and
statistics often fly in the face of conventional baseball wisdom these articles are
the best published over the past decade in by the numbers the newsletter of sabr s
respected statistical committee

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
1919

Those Were the Days: Weird and Wacky Ads of Yesteryear
2010-02-18

Billboard 2004-04-24
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Fairy Tales: The best five 2023-06-02

The American Stationer 1889

Child Poverty in New Zealand 2014-06-16

Access 2007 2007-02-13

New York Magazine 1993-12-20

Kiplinger's Personal Finance 1998-06

Billboard 1986-06-14

American Motorcyclist 1994-05
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The Best of "By the Numbers" 2003
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